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During World War II, the Imperial Japanese Army under General Tomoyuki Yamashita looted
untold amounts of gold and other valuables from across its occupied colonies in Southeast
Asia to fi nance the empire’s ongoing military expansion. But when the tide of war turned
against Japan in 1943, much of this treasure had to be buried in secret. Over the decades, the
search for the legendary Yamashita’s Gold had been in vain, until now ... A group of foreign
workers digging a tunnel under the Padang in present-day Singapore stumbles across a
treasure vault and inadvertently triggers a biological booby trap. An unknown strain of anthrax
is released, threatening a global holocaust. It is up to Assistant Superintendent Gerald Loh of
the Singapore Police Force to decipher a cryptic clue left behind with the loot to halt this deadly
plague. Year of the Tiger takes readers on a roller-coaster journey of political wrangling, murky
history and secret organisations to discover the elusive cure for a seemingly unstoppable
pandemic.
A unique account of the amazing Thai cave rescue told in a heart-racing, you-are-there style
that blends suspense, science, and cultural insight. On June 23, 2018, twelve young players of
the Wild Boars soccer team and their coach enter a cave in northern Thailand seeking an
afternoon’s adventure. But when they turn to leave, rising floodwaters block their path out. The
boys are trapped! Before long, news of the missing team spreads, launching a seventeen-day
rescue operation involving thousands of rescuers from around the globe. As the world sits vigil,
people begin to wonder: how long can a group of ordinary kids survive in complete darkness,
with no food or clean water? Luckily, the Wild Boars are a very extraordinary "ordinary" group.
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Combining firsthand interviews of rescue workers with in-depth science and details of the
region's culture and religion, author Christina Soontornvat—who was visiting family in Northern
Thailand when the Wild Boars went missing—masterfully shows how both the complex
engineering operation above ground and the mental struggles of the thirteen young people
below proved critical in the life-or-death mission. Meticulously researched and generously
illustrated with photographs, this page-turner includes an author’s note describing her
experience meeting the team, detailed source notes, and a bibliography to fully immerse
readers in the most ambitious cave rescue in history.
"In-depth profiles, ratings & lists to help find the right college for you--based on feedback from
154,000 students"--Cover.
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* From the #1 New York Times bestselling coauthor of
Tiger Woods comes the definitive inside story of the New England Patriots—the greatest sports
dynasty of the 21st century. It’s easy to forget that the New England Patriots were once the
laughingstock of the NFL, a nearly bankrupt team that had never won a championship and was
on the brink of moving to St. Louis. Everything changed in 1994, when Robert Kraft acquired
the franchise and soon brought on board head coach Bill Belichick and quarterback Tom
Brady. Since then, the Patriots have become a juggernaut, making ten trips to the Super Bowl,
winning six of them, and emerging as one of the most valuable sports franchises in the world.
How was the Patriots dynasty built? And how did it last for two decades? In The Dynasty,
acclaimed journalist Jeff Benedict provides richly reported answers in a sweeping account
based on exclusive interviews with more than two hundred insiders—including team executives,
coaches, players, players’ wives, team doctors, lawyers, and more—as well as never-beforePage 2/14
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seen recordings, documents, and electronic communications. Through his exhaustive
research, Benedict uncovers surprising new details about the inner workings of a team
notorious for its secrecy. He puts us in the room as Robert Kraft outmaneuvers a legion of
lawyers and investors to buy the team. We listen in on the phone call when the greatest trade
ever made—Bill Belichick for a first-round draft choice—is negotiated. And we look over the
shoulder of forty-year-old Tom Brady as a surgeon operates on his throwing hand on the eve
of the AFC Championship Game in 2018. But the portrait that emerges in The Dynasty is more
rewarding than new details alone. By tracing the team’s epic run through the perspectives of
Kraft, Belichick, and Brady—each of whom was interviewed for the book—the author provides a
wealth of new insight into the complex human beings most responsible for the Patriots’
success. The result is an intimate portrait that captures the human drama of the dynasty’s
three key characters while also revealing the secrets behind their success. “The Dynasty is…[a]
masterpiece…It’s a relationship book, it’s a football book, it’s a business book…you’ll just eat
up these stories” (Colin Cowherd).

This book explores the access and participation issues present within Higher
Education in Ireland. It examines policy, pedagogy and practices in relation to
widening participation and documents the progress and challenges encountered
in furthering the ‘access agenda’ over the past two decades. Access has
become an integral part of how Higher Education understands itself and how it
explains the value of what it does for society as a whole. Improving access to
education strengthens social cohesion, lessens inequality, guarantees the future
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vitality of tertiary institutions and ensures economic competitiveness and flexibility
in the era of the “Knowledge Based Economy”. Offering a coherent, critical
account of recent developments in Irish Higher Education and the implications for
Irish society as a whole, this book is essential for those involved both in
researching the field and in Higher Education itself.
By 2000, Ireland had achieved a remarkable macroeconomic performance: 10%
economic growth annually, a budget surplus, and a very low debt to GDP ratio.
Emigration had disappeared and there was significant immigration from Eastern
Europe. Yet, by November 2010, output had collapsed to an extent
unprecedented among post war industrial countries, the budget deficit was out of
control, and the debt to GDP ratio had soared to around 100%. In an
unprecedented development, Ireland was forced to apply for an emergency bailout package from the Troika (European Commission, European Central Bank,
and the International Monetary Fund). This book examines how the Celtic Tiger,
a high growth performing economy, fell into a macroeconomic abyss. It is a story
that shows how the Irish economy moved from a property market crisis to a
banking crisis and fiscal crisis, and how these three crises led to a fourth crisis,
the massive financial crisis of 2010. Against the backdrop of the newly created
Eurozone, the book demonstrates how a housing boom was transformed into a
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property market bubble through excessive credit creation. Accompanying the
market bubble, buoyant property related taxes enabled a profligate government
to over spend and under tax. Few, either in Ireland or Europe, recognised the
danger signals because the prevailing economic ideology suggested that
financial markets could self-regulate. The book analyses the roles of banks,
builders, developers, regulators (the EU, the ECB, the Central Bank of Ireland,
and the Irish Financial Regulator), politicians, economists, the media, and a
property driven populace during the various stages of the downfall of the Celtic
Tiger. It pays particular attention to the decisions to provide a highly controversial
comprehensive guarantee for the covered Irish banks in 2008, and the
subsequent events that left the government with no alternative but to request the
2010 bail out. Throughout the book, attention is devoted to the allocation of
responsibilities for the unfolding crises. First, who or what was responsible for
what happened and in what sense? Second, could specific actions have been
taken at various stages to prevent the final recourse to the bail out? Finally, the
book addresses the future of the Celtic Tiger. It discusses the impact of
measures to help resolve the current Euro debt crisis as well as the underlying
lessons to be learned from this traumatic period in Ireland's economic and
financial history.
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From making a motorcycle appear while surrounded by an audience, to making a
car materialize within an empty enclosure to walking through a giant industrial
fan, this is the ultimate collection of professional illusions for the modern
illusionist! J C Sum is a professional illusionist and widely regarded as one of the
most prolific modern illusion designers in the world today. The "Ultimate Illusion
Collection: Trinity Edition" is the 3rd edition of J C's illusion omnibus; 100%
reformatted, expanded and updated into a single massive tome. The Trinity
Edition contains the latest versions of J C's entire collection of illusions detailed in
his professional illusion book trilogy, "Illusionary Departures," "Equilateral" and
"Urban illusions," including new images as well as brand new illusion designs. In
addition, all the stage acts & illusions detailed in his book "Illusionism" are
included in this collection. These are specialty illusions designed with mentalism
plots. As a bonus, the secret method of J C's first mega illusion, "The Impossible
Teleportation," where he teleported 50 stories in 5 seconds in front of more than
9000 people, is outlined at the end of the book, along with a discussion on
creating a mega stunt. The illusions have been sorted and divided into nine
categories, classified according to illusion effect & genre, to make referencing
easy. This will allow the reader to cross-reference methods, ideas and
presentations between similar illusions easily. All illusion designs are detailed
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with full building plans, detailed fabrication instructions, material lists,
performance and presentation notes. Almost 70 illusions are explained including:
ILLUSION SYSTEMS & UTILITIES: Deceptive Base Work, Black Art Case Table,
Black Art Table Slide, Fourth Dimensional Exit, Motion Delayed Vanish/
Appearance, Modern Flight Case Table and Light Pillars. APPEARANCES &
VANISHES: Crystal Striptease, Light & Space, Light & Space II, Benchmark,
Dekolta's Dilemma, Singular, Ultimate Victory Cartons, Graffiti Girl, Reinvent The
Doll House, Back Door Appearance, Branded, VIP Trunk, Ghost Cabinet, 12-Girl
Cabinet and Revollusion. PENETRATIONS: Visual Displacement, 6 Inches, Steel
Displacement, A Walk Through The Winery, Slicing Through and Wind Passage.
METAMORPHOSIS & ESCAPES: Reinvent The Sub-Trunk, ATA Sub Trunk,
Crystal Metamorphosis, Chain Reaction and Fortress. BOX JUMPERS: Reinvent
The Zig Zag Girl, Multi-Vide, Seven By Half V2.0, Wall 2 Wall and Squeezed &
Skewered. MENTALISM ILLUSIONS: First Impressions, Unseen Forces, Shatter,
Paycheck, Wedlock, Psychometric Touch, Jumbo Visible Deck, Fashion
Statement and New-Age Spirit Cabinet STAGE ROUTINES: Creation Of Life,
The Time Machine and Sweepstakes. COMEDY ILLUSIONS: The Vanishing
'Tiger' and Hiding In Plain Sight VEHICLE PRODUCTIONS: Ultimate Full
Throttle, Bluff Appearance and Phantom Car Appearance. CREATING THE
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MEGA STUNT: The Impossible Teleportation (Teleporting 50 Stories In 5
Seconds) Difficulty Level: Intermediate to Advanced
Melody faces her fears to follow her passion in this stunning sequel to the
acclaimed, New York Times bestselling middle grade novel Out of My Mind.
Melody, the huge-hearted heroine of Out of My Mind, is a year older, and a year
braver. And now with her Medi-talker, she feels nothing’s out of her reach, not
even summer camp. There have to be camps for differently-abled kids like her,
and she’s going to sleuth one out. A place where she can trek through a forest,
fly on a zip line, and even ride on a horse! A place where maybe she really can
finally make a real friend, make her own decisions, and even do things on her
own—the dream! By the light of flickering campfires and the power of
thunderstorms, through the terror of unexpected creatures in cabins and the first
sparkle of a crush, Melody’s about to discover how brave and strong she really
is.
Trinity had an ordinary life. That is, until she barely escaped a worldwide apocalyptic plague
that took her loved ones from her and transformed most of humanity into flesh-eating
monsters. Gerik, her savior, a six-foot-four-inch Scandinavian Gypsy, takes her back to his
magically protected Gypsy camp where she discovers a whole new way of life that she never
knew existed-as well as a whole new set of problems. Gerik has power over her that she
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cannot begin to understand, and she is convinced he is using his magic on her. Through her
journey of trying to understand her feelings and this new magic-filled life she's been brought
into, she begins an unlikely friendship that grows into having potential to be something more.
While the remaining humans are fighting for their survival, Trinity is fighting a battle of her very
own-the right to choose her own destiny. Is Gerik's hold on her too strong? Or can new love set
her free?
"The psy-changelings' lives are at stake when a new darkness threatens to overpower and
eliminate them. In a destabilized world with countless lives at stake, two people defined by
their aloneness must stand together to stave off ultimate destruction"-Collection of the monthly climatological reports of the United States by state or region with
monthly and annual National summaries.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by Steven
Spielberg. “Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one adventure
leads expertly to the next, time simply evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at stake. A
quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready? In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only
time Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a vast virtual world
where most of humanity spends their days. When the eccentric creator of the OASIS dies, he
leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop culture of
decades past. Whoever is first to solve them will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the
OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take
this prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is to win. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice •
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Chicago Sun-Times • iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry
Potter.”—HuffPost “An addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and
all heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a cornucopia of pop
culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun and large-hearted . . .
Cline is that rare writer who can translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s both
hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit of
fun and winds up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too
distant from our own.”—iO9

The Indispensable University describes the innovative transformation of institutions of
higher education (HEIs) across the world, in response to the emerging realities of the
twenty-first century global knowledge-based economy, as well as describes how HEIs
are defining many of today's economic realities on a regional level. HEIs continue to
drive economic development through their traditional roles of purchaser, employer, real
estate developer, workforce developer and community developer. But these roles now
must be executed more strategically and collaboratively. Also, the twenty-first century
economy offers universities unique opportunities to generate the intellectual and
financial capital that drives emerging knowledge-based industries. Case studies are
drawn from: urban America; rural America; Europe; the Middle East; and emerging
countries. Some of the topics covered include the following: the role of university
presidents as change leaders; the relationship between higher education institutions
and the political leadership of cities, states, and nations; successful models of
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partnerships between higher education and the private sector; and future challenges
and opportunities facing the modern university.
"That certain groups do much better in America than others—as measured by income,
occupational status, test scores, and so on—is difficult to talk about. In large part this is
because the topic feels racially charged. The irony is that the facts actually debunk
racial stereotypes. There are black and Hispanic subgroups in the United States far
outperforming many white and Asian subgroups. Moreover, there’s a demonstrable arc
to group success—in immigrant groups, it typically dissipates by the third
generation—puncturing the notion of innate group differences and undermining the
whole concept of 'model minorities.'" Mormons have recently risen to astonishing
business success. Cubans in Miami climbed from poverty to prosperity in a generation.
Nigerians earn doctorates at stunningly high rates. Indian and Chinese Americans have
much higher incomes than other Americans; Jews may have the highest of all. Why do
some groups rise? Drawing on groundbreaking original research and startling statistics,
The Triple Package uncovers the secret to their success. A superiority complex,
insecurity, impulse control—these are the elements of the Triple Package, the rare and
potent cultural constellation that drives disproportionate group success. The Triple
Package is open to anyone. America itself was once a Triple Package culture. It’s been
losing that edge for a long time now. Even as headlines proclaim the death of upward
mobility in America, the truth is that the old-fashioned American Dream is very much
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alive—but some groups have a cultural edge, which enables them to take advantage of
opportunity far more than others. • Americans are taught that everyone is equal, that no
group is superior to another. But remarkably, all of America’s most successful groups
believe (even if they don’t say so aloud) that they’re exceptional, chosen, superior in
some way. • Americans are taught that self-esteem—feeling good about yourself—is the
key to a successful life. But in all of America’s most successful groups, people tend to
feel insecure, inadequate, that they have to prove themselves. • America today spreads
a message of immediate gratification, living for the moment. But all of America’s most
successful groups cultivate heightened discipline and impulse control. But the Triple
Package has a dark underside too. Each of its elements carries distinctive pathologies;
when taken to an extreme, they can have truly toxic effects. Should people strive for the
Triple Package? Should America? Ultimately, the authors conclude that the Triple
Package is a ladder that should be climbed and then kicked away, drawing on its power
but breaking free from its constraints. Provocative and profound, The Triple Package
will transform the way we think about success and achievement.
One cold rainy day when my father was a little boy, he met an old alley cat on his
street. The cat was very drippy and uncomfortable so my father said, "Wouldn't you like
to come home with me?" This surprised the cat—she had never before met anyone who
cared about old alley cats—but she said, "I'd be very much obliged if I could sit by a
warm furnace, and perhaps have a saucer of milk."
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Arranged in sixteen musical categories, provides entries for twenty thousand releases
from four thousand artists, and includes a history of each musical genre.

Over the last decade, there has been a substantial rise in the number of
knowledge-intensive firms - constituted primarily of professionals. The core
assets of these businesses are the people themselves. Handle them badly, and
they may defect or stall. Successful managers of knowledge-intensive firms must
create meaning among and inspire their employees, to ensure high performance.
To achieve this, leaders must understand how to target each employee's
ambitions and challenges to facilitate their personal and professional
development. This book examines what sets knowledge-intensive firms apart
from other types of organizations, and the resultant organizational and strategic
differences in business models, talent management, and client-handling
approaches. The authors bring their own complementary perspectives on the
subject: one, as the manager of a private consulting firm with a strong research
background; another, as a business school professor whose practice-based skills
are fundamental to his work; and a third, a world leading commentator on
professional service firms acting as a consultant, business school researcher and
a manager. Ejler, Poulfelt and Czerniawska present a new model for transforming
the management of knowledge-intensive firms, which is supported throughout
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with practical examples and cases.
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